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Q1. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions.
1. Cow – worship is popular ____________(between/among) the
Hindus.
2. She was sitting ___________(beside/besides) her sister.
3. The train is __________( behind/after) time.
4. She came back___________(after/by ) a year.
5. I shall see you ___________(at/by) 6oçlock in the evening.
6. He died_______(from/of) cholera.
7. It has been raining _______(since/from) morning.
8. The teacher is angry ___________(upon/with) me.
9. He was born _________(in /on) Allahabad.
10.They went _________ (towards/ over) the school.
11.Ram jumped______(in/into) the lake to save his sister.
12.The cattle are kept____________(under/below) the shed.
13.She is fond__________(of/from) music.
14.The letter was written _________(from/for) me ________(with/to) a
pen.
15.We sat ________(under/in) a shaddy tree.
16.I am going to Delhi __________(on/in) Monday.
17.I drink tea _____________(in /to) in the evening.
18.They ran _____________(for/after) the thief.
19.The examination begins __________(on/from) next Monday.
20.It is very hot ____________(in/at) summer.
Q 2. Tick the correct possessive form of noun for the sentence given below
The teeth of the lion
a. The lion’s teeth
b. The lions’ teeth
c. Both of these
d. None of these
Q3. Tick the correct word for replacement of the underlined word in the
sentence given below.
The drawing room was made attractive with flowers and balloons

a.
b.
c.
d.

Decorated
Smashed
Looking nice
None of these

Q 4. Tick the suitable conjunction for the sentence given below
Ravi earns a lot of money he does not save any.
a. Because
b. But
c. If
d. Or
Q 5. Tick the opposite word of the underlined word in the sentence given below.
The king ruled wisely for many years
a. Happily
b. Noisily
c. Foolishly
d. None of these
Q 6. Tick the correct articles for the given sentence
Queen of England lives in Buckingam Palace
a. The, The
b. A, the
c. The, a
d. None of these
Q 7 . Tick the sentence in past continuous tense
a. He ate
b. He has eaten
c. He was eating
d. He ate
Q 7. Tick the past tense of dry
a. Dryed
b. Dried
c. Dry
d. None of these
Q 8. Tick the sentence of present contious tense
a. I am playing here with my friends.
b. They were creating disturbance

c. Sunita will come tomorrow to meet me
d. Are you listening to me?
Q 9. Tick the personal pronoun
a. Orange
b. Running
c. He
d. Ourselves
Q 10. Tick the correct spelling
a. simaneoustly
b. simantaneously
c. simultaneously
d. simutaneously
Q11. Tick the abstract noun
a. Rose
b. Gun
c. Team
d. Brilliance
Q12. Solve the riddle and tick the correct answer
What goes up and never comes down
a. Stairs
b. Age
c. Both of these
d. None of these
Q13. Tick uncountable noun
a. Sugar
b. Girls
c. Flowers
d. Penguins
Q 14. Tick the collective noun of fishes.
a. Fleet
b. Brood
c. Pack
d. Shoal
Q 15. Tick the right kind of sentences.
The cat likes milk.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Assertive
Exclamatory
Negative
Interrogative

Q 16. Tick the second form of the verb- sing
a. Sings
b. Sang
c. Sung
d. Singing
Q.17 Fill in the blanks
Those bags __________(are/is) very heavy.
Q 18. Fill in the blanks with Simple Present tense.
Ram ______(tell) a lie.
Q 19. Fill in the blanks with Present Continuous tense
I __________(preparing) for an examination these days.
Q 20. Fill in the blanks with Past tense.
Last night I ___________(see) a horrible dream.
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